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"Daylight : A Drama Reflecting the Life And Work Of Dorothy Day"
To Be Presented At The College of Wooster
drama presented
Miriam Healy stars in the
at 7pm. Feb. 6th at McGaw Chapel
one-wom- en

By News Services
"I am a journalist, not a
biographer, not a book writer. The
sustained efforts of writing, of
putting pen to paper so many hours
a day when there are human beings
around who need me, when there is
sickness, and hunger, and sorrow is
a harrowingry painful job. I feel I
have done nothing well. But I have
done what I could."
The words belong to
Dorothy day: social reformer,
journalist. Christian. Her story of
radical faith and action is the focus
of The Fountain Square-Pools-"

4

Ministries. There
will be a reception in McGaw
Chapel's green room after the
performance.
Sponsored by The Newman
Catholic Student Association, of the
College of Wooster and The
Catholic Commission of Wayne,
Ashland and Medina counties. The
drama runs 75 mmnt and is based
.on Day's own writings. The drama
depicts a day in pie life of New:
York Cry soup kitchen and probes
many social, economic and human
rights problems daring The Great

production of "Daylight: A Drama
Reflecting The Life and Work of
Dorothy Day."
Miriam Healy stars in this
drama which will be
presented 7 pjn. February 6th in
The College of Wooster's McGaw
Chapel. The performance is open to
the public without charge, but
tickets are required and are available
at the College's Lowry Center's front
'
desk.
Donations of food and
money will be accepted at the door
with all proceeds going to

People-to-Peop- le

one-wom- an

";

Depression" of the 1930's.
During the great economic
collapse of the 1930's, Day. along
with Peter Maurin. founded the
radical Catholic newspaper. The
Catholic Worker. - The publication
addressed a call for peaceful
revolution based on certain
convictions held by Maurin and
Day. They embraced a practical
Christianity that found expression
through their various social
obligation to all people.
The principal models of
this expression were die "houses of

'

hospitality," scattered through the
cities across the country; which
sheltered impoverished people of all
races and religions. The houses were
placet where workers burrow
educated and. scholars worked, and
where communication was carried out
through round table discussions.
Directed by Michael
Sparough, The Foutain Square
Fools" is m liturgical theatre .
company based, in Cine iiinaiL They
have been touring the country for
the last 10 years.
Contmoed on Pag 7
--

--

Student Credit Unions On The Rise
Many schools are studying the idea of student-ru- n
credit unions.
-

By NOC Reports writer

practical business experience."
Because federal law requires
all
unions to be
credit
unions.
able
they're
to offer financial
operating
and
lending
Many schools already have
a
services
at
lower cost than
specifically
policies
geared
are
credit unions. What's different about
banks.
commercial
Credit unions
says.
"Besides
students,"
he
toward
student credit unions is that they are
traditionally
offer
better
than market
draft
savings
establishing
and
share
run by students for students. They
interest
with
minimum
lower
rates
can
take
loans
students
accounts,
out
are able to cater to the unique
account balances aa attractive
financial needs of the students better to cover the cost of a security
feature
to students living on tight
deposit or the first months rent"
than commercial lending
budgets.
Some credit unions offer
The student volunteers who
institutions, says Harry Blaisdell, of
Guaranteed
Student Loans, automated
the
operations
run
the
of
the National Credit Union
tellers, and certificates of deposit.
credit unions also aquire valuable
At a time when federal
job skills. They get hands on
funds for education are being cut
experience in marketing,
information management, investing, back, students are increasingly
turning to credit unions for
and bookkeeping. Moreover,
alternative sources of tuition loans
members)
students ( as credit unions
establish credit histories even before and grants. Since the first student
credit union was formed in 1975 at
they graduate. At a few schools,
4
12
the U. of Massachusetts-Amhers- t,
they earn classroom credit for
including
surfaced,
more
have
those
credit
union.
working
their
in
2
There's a lot of interest in at universities of California-Sa- n
2
Diego, Colorado-BouldeMissouri,
students serving students," says
and
Massachusetts.
Blaisdell
expects
chairman
the
of
Peter Raffalslri.
3
the
unions
reach
number
to
credit
of
Credit
Student
College
national
6
24 by the end of next year.
Union Council. "We're trying to
Almost 30 of Georgetown
help each other finance a college
education and at the same time gain U's 6,500 undergraduates have joined
Association, the government agency
which charters all federal credit

Syndication affiIiate(S) 1987.

I

non-prof- it,

-

-

Student-ru- n
cooperatives
aren't anything new to the college
scene. Food, clothing, housing,
g
are fairly
even
financial
the
But
common.
cooperativesbetter known as
student credit unions are new and
they're helping students through
college all across the country.
baby-sittin-

.
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the Georgetown U. Student Federal
Credit Union, says Raff alskL One
credit union on the west .
coast outgrew its operations so ,
quickly that it was forced not to
accept any new accounts and curtail
its business hours.
But are they a safeplace to
save? Absolutely, says BlaisdelL AH
federally chartered student credit
unions are required by law to be
federally insured. Student credit
Unions are not "here today,Ngone
tomorrow" operations, either. Many
have accumulated assets in excess of
1 minimi, maintain an organized
management structure, and operate
under the guidance of the NCUA.
To establish s student
credit union, Blaisdell emphasizes
that any application for a charter
must "prove the economic
feasibility" of the credit union. In
other words, you must have money
to lend money. There are three other
basic requirements to start a credit
union: support from the school's
administration, ajocation on
Continued on Paje 7
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Death and Dying?
Are Students too .mature to handle
such a delicate matter?
By David A. Dean
The Wooster Voice
Editor-in-Chie- f,

Last Saturday I watched Aliens, not in the privacy of my own
room but with the company of about seventy, what I would now lable as
very immature college students. Immaturity and college were two
adjectives thought never to frequent one another, but in this age of
the two thrive upon one another. Case at hand, I
was prepared to sit down with a few of my friends and watch what I had
's
in the last five years. The movie
been told was one of the best
-- Siskeland --you- know
started off with usual "everyone's
last minute narrations, and then somebody decided to play body
language with the stream of light that was projecting from the camera.
Both were college students. I had expected this behavior from sixteen

SJfej
4lljii

Letters to (t
the Editor

m"

Sci-Fi-

-a-- Gene

-it-

Dear Editor,

-all"

year-old- s.

As we traversed the galaxy in search of galatic monsters and
assorted artificial beings, our eyes as well as our attention was focused
on a battle between us the humans and them the monsters. In one
specific scene, a man was killed and the musk, as if from heaven,
followed the tribute of the slain officer. Instead of three seconds of
pondering why the officer died the way he did, the audience laughed, as if
death was somthing out of a Marx Bros, feature. Sadly enough, this
would not be the first or the last time the audience would react to death in
that manner. It is interesting to note that during some of the most
g
movies ever produced such as "Ordinary
People." "On Golden Pond," "Terms of Endearment" and "Amadeus"
students continued to laugh at the tragedy and misfortune of others. How
sick!
At a time when the national suicide rate is at an all time high,
when depression and other mental illnesses confine more Americans than
did ten years ago and crime is on a rampage, college students, in general,
find solce and humor in the misfortune of others. A national survey did
little to dispell rumors that college students do not, in improper English
'give a damn.' Personal success, economic gain, that luxury boat, a
house and the BMW all signal a desire to concern oneself with hedonistic
pleasures at the expence of others. Death and misfortune are seen as "the
other guy's problem" and humor from cartoons and movies about death
reinforce our sense of immortality in the threat of nuclear destruction.
Perhaps the trend is changing? I think not. Students today are
more concerned about themselves and their vanity than to waste a mere
three hours a week helping those less fortunate than themsleves. Death,
the loss of someone who might have had a potential, is seen as a
numerical average that satisfies the statistician and the cold of heart.
When we read about the suicide of a young teenager we conjour op .
visions of a messed-u- p youth who probably would not have amounted to
what we perceived as successful in society. We laugh at die pain of
others and other people's sorrow, and we continne to turn a cold shoulder
when a fellow sister or brother are in need of our help. The cries of the
very lonley and the desolate fall upon deaf ears.
It is a very sad world in which we live in, and all of us are
guilty in someway or another. We have been victimized by a cold society
dominated by monetary values, at the expense of human achievement and
love. The rosy picture is not idealistic but a plea for understanding. If we
graduate from The College of Wooster untouched by human sorrow,
unmoved by the tragedy of suicide, unshaken by the desolation of the
poor in our streets, then we are no better than the element that brings
this shame upon ourselves. Better to wallow in the mire of ignorance
than to shine with the jewels of falsehood.
tear-renchin-g,

IoAcl

heart-achin-

--

College of Wooster
students have reason to be proud of
themselves. Last semester
was one of the most successful
semsters for the Soup and Bread
program. Over 450 students'
participated every Tuesday evening
and earned over $4000. Soup and
Bread participants voted to split the
proceeds between the People to
People Ministries in Wayne County
and Oxfam International. People to
People Ministries is a local relief
organization. One of its main
programs is FISH which operates a
food shelf in Wooster for needy
families. Oxfam International is
It is not a
food distribution organization.
Oxfam sponsors relief projects such
as building dams and wells and
--

non-denominatio-

nal.

I don't like soup (or bread),
increasing and improving food
Thanks to everyone
rd rather give a dollar.
production.
who participated last semester. In a I did it my freshman year.
world where we often feel we can't ' I might lose my excess
make a difference, we can take
"
weight.
comfort in the fact mat we are
don't
think
really
I
it
trying.
'

'

'-

"anti-intellectualis-

I

-

helps.

I don't like spending my
parents' money that way.
To Whom It May Concern:
Sound familiar?
Don't be a narcissistic
nincompoop!
Soup and Bread really needs
you. Come on. Think about it.
-

Soup and Bread is a lousy
program.
Kittredge is too far away.
I spend more money on

-

pizza.
Only nerds eat at Kittredge.
My friends eat at Lowry.
"
I get too hungry.

Paul Lent
Kathleen Smythe

THE WOMEN'S RESOURCE CENTER INVITES YOU TO

WOMEN'S WEEK
January

-

--

'A Week

Sunday January 25, 1987
Art Wall of student exhibitions
Monday January 26, 1887

25-30,19-

37

of Events Celebrating Womankind"

Panel DtscusstanThe Future of the Contemporary Feminist Movement Lowry 1 19. 4:00 pjn.
Speaker Susan StranahanThr oogh a Woman's Eyesito We Sea DifferertV7"FreedJanderTrieart,8:00pum:
Tuesday January 27, 1987
-Panel Discussion: "Violence Against Women" Lowry 1 1 9, 1 1 100 ajn.
Women's Studies Research . Julia Gustafson. Andrews Library Blue Room, 4:00 p.m.
Female Fofc Vocalist Lisa Gray, fchaborfs, 8:00 p.m.
Wednesday, January 28, 1987
Midwife, Cindy Cover of Cleveland's University Hospital, Slide show and Discussion, Lowry 119.4:00 p.m.
Gloria Ewing Lockhart; "Miss Jane Pittman" Thursday, January 29, 1 987, Time to be announced.
Thursday, January 29,1987
'
Panel Discussion: "Similarities and Differences of Women 'm Underdeveloped and Developed Nations"
'Panel Discussion: "Feminism and Motherhood" Lowry 1 19, 4:00 p.m.
Friday, January 30 ,1987
Discussion of women related I.S. topics. Holden Yellow Lounge, 4:00 p.m.

'
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Late Night
Musings

BS A Speaks

Interpretation Of A Dream
I Have A Dream"

final paragraphs of his speech he
morning of August 28,4963. They
utilizes
this effective method along
on
posted
phrases
carried signs with
with "let freedom ring." He also
them saying "We Demand Voting
Graham Rayman .
made use of antithetical phrasing
Rights Now!," "End Segregated
such as "meeting physical force with!
Rules in Public Schools," "We
WelL once
:, I was
Demand Decent Housing," etc The
soul force," "heta of
extremely
In
fact,
bored
the
oppression...oasis of freedom and
marchers appeared to be very
"psychosis of boredom" was settling
"
jangling
justice,"
and
and
hands
unified. They joined
upon me. That's where I want to
discords...beautiful symphony." I
sang, "We Shall Overcome-Bla- ck
brutally murder anyone who is doing
and White Together Someday." The also found his frequent use of
peppOy, or with pep; or
something
imagery, paraphrases, and direct
setting with the Lincoln Memorial
even moving. But I was too
quotations from the Bible
in the backround gave King added
incapacitated to do anything about
appropriate to Dr. King as a
credibility. There existed a type of
it So, I decided to wander aimlessly
; Southern Baptist Minister, as well
correlation with the famous
about campus asking a random slice
as to the occasion. Finally King's
Gettysburg Address and with
wide-ey'
motivated college ,
of
.
use or meiapnors inrougnoui me
Abraham Lincoln himself.
students
what
their New Year's
speech was probably familiar and
The agent in this scene
resolutions were. Unfortunately. I
reassuring to the audience.
was, of course. Dr. Martin Luther
couldn't find any. Failing that, I
I believe King's purpose
King, Jr. He was an extremely
asked the regular students.
just
was evident in his speech. He
dynamic orator, and his followers
(Wagner Hall) "While I was
wanted action from the people. Dr.
saw him as being an expert in his
home, I made die traditional
King wanted things to change in
field: honest, trustworthy, and a
pilgrammage to Jelly Roll Cliff, and
America for minorities and he
gifted leader of die movement. He
vowed to stop inhaling Liquid
wanted race relations strengthened.
had a grand style for reaching the
Plumber. It's rather awful stuff, and
Most of all he stressed
hearts of the people by his varied
besides I simply must concentrate
reform. Dr. King's speech,"I Have a
language, resources to lend power,
on the real reason I came to this
Dream," had a great impact on
motivation, and inspiration to his
misbegotten place."
message. The agency or channels of American history. His speech was an
--Your studying?-"Com- e
act which enabled my generation and
communication which he made use
now ...Why my
of varied. King used the devise of j future generations to share in what
Drano addiction of course."
'
!King called "The Great American
repetition which is evident by the
SAB office)
Lowry
(In
the
Dream."
phrase " I Have a Dream." In the
"My resolution? Oh YOU don't want
to know. Stop it You don't Stop ,
pulling my legAnd put mat stapler
back!"
.. ;7 ..,
-- Alright
Yes. I do want to
know your resolution. - Now tell me
before I start spreading vicious
things had changed, remakably since French at Dein Bien Phu in 1954 as rumours "No, no, no, no, no. no,
she was last there. "What amazed
essentially identical
no;
that
L uh, don't laugh.
not
me," she said, "was that the
The tradgedy of the
resolved,
to
be even more peppy
uh.
for
doing
it
Vietnamese were
whole situation in Vietnam, as
Pep is what
was
last
than
year.
I
before."
ever
than
more
the
explained
Dungan
at
themselves
Professor
"
t
She concluded her presentation on a beginning of die presentations, was keeps this college going."
Really?
I thought it was
positive note, saying "It hasn't all
that eventual North Vietnamese
money.- been lost We left some things
leader Ho Chi Minh had asked for
"No, it's Pep. . I can even
there, --pigs, and ideas about
American help in assisting the
prove
it Watch: More Pep x More
Democracy."
Vietnamese people in expelling
Better, more neat-- o
people
Caputo
Veteran Jim
French Colonialists as early as
Isn't that nice?"
See?!
college.
in
differences
the
about
after
spoke next
1919. Most importantly,
-- Yeah, right
How are you
strategy between the United States
his
forces
aid
some
to
giving
armed forces and die guerrilla forces immediately after World War U. the going to achieve this Nirvana of
pep?-of the North Vietnamese supported
U.S. abandoned Minh once the
. Trainings. Voice training .
National Liberation Front (NLF).
Truman Doctrine of communist .
tor
yelling
at away football games.
Caputo put forth the view that there containment came into being. This
when I work the
for
running
fought
wars
in
were actually four
forced Minh to eventually turn to
on the second
standa
concesrion
Soviet
and
Vietnam, involving die different
Chinese
the Communist
"Party On The Green." Did you
sides of the Democratic Republic of Union for help in expelling the
hear were getting die new Osmond
Vietnam (North) and the NLF versus French, and later the Americans.
Great isn't it They sing,
brothers.
the United States and the Republic
It is a very fascinating
They're young like us,
dance.
they
experience to hear the experiences
of Vietnam (South).
time, not too same
die
but
at
.
was
Caputo's lecture
of these Vets and their lessons and
administration. the
offensive
to
war.
that
reaction
view
the
this
The
centered around
problems with
America was mistaken in its strategy from both the Students and adults . And it says on their brochure that
Politically-Conciouinvolved has been very favorable so they're even
of fighting a war of attrition with
.
Great,
huh?!"
die Vietnamese communists. He
far. and we at the College look .
.
JVe got some real
Chills.
noted that the cotnmunist forces had forward to seeing all who would like
,
chills.only one. goal victory, outright. In to know more about this topic.
"Yeah, so do II Oh. and
his own experience, Caputo said, he
training,
too. For taking
weight
clear
find
to
difficult
found it more
cans of uupeppy people, and cynics, :
goals on the American side. Caputo .
if they happen to show up at - also discussed how niMfwrd as if
Ichabotrs." .
the American Military learned,
(In Andrews:the luxury
Every
Editor's Note:
nothing from the experience of the
don't you just get the
Why
dorm)
Tiie-cHaThe
"Reflections of
French there in the 1950s. He
me? You make me
away
from
hell
compared a veteran's experience of
111 tell you my New
Alright,
ill!
Khe
seige
of
holding out in. die
fOT the public at 7:00 in r
Continued on page 6
Sanh in i968 with that of die
Mateer Auditorium.

BSA Writer

Eric Greene, The College of Wooster

;

j

m

The speech "I Have A
Dream" by Dr. Martin Luther King
(has always meant a great deal to me
L because the content of the speech
truly reflects my personal values and

beliefs.

I perceived this speech to
be an "act" or demonstration for
freedom; an act to "dramatize a
shameful condition." In the
" beginning of Dr. King's speech he
presented a brief yet strong history
-- of Blacks in America. He spoke of
the signing of the Emancipation

r

Proclamation and what it meant to
years later
slaves. "But
the negro still is not free," King
states. Dr. King made it very clear
that America had defaulted in her
treatment towards, not only black
America but poor people of all races
and ethnic groups. This was an act
for freedom by all of America's
one-hundr- ed

.

--

non-viole-

people.
The scene was the nation's
capital where two --hundred thousand
blacks and whites gathered around
the Washington Monument on the

ed

nt

--

Perspectives of the Vietnam Experience
By Bob Murphy
One of the most
interesting classes being held this
semester at the college 01 wooster
is enutiled Legacies 01 tne Vietnam
rWar in America." It is a class being
coordinated by David Dungan, a one
year Morris Visiting Professor in
I
Religious Studies, and a 1957
College of Wooster graduate. For the
most part, it is taught by four local
Vietnam Veterans, and a variety of
"guest speakers. Part of the class
consists of a forum open to the
public on Tuesday evenings at 6:30
pjn., held in the theater in the
basement of the Mateer Biology
.building.
The lectures for the next
month focus on the theme of "How
Was This War Different?" For next
Tuesday, January 27, the theme of
the presentations will be
"Underground Experiences of the
Vietnam War."
Veteran Bob Romig will
be sharing his experiences about ;
."The Experience of Fighting a
'
Guerrilla War." Romig fought in
Vietnam between 1969 and 1970.
There, he was a First Lieutenant with
the 101'st Airbom in die Southern
part of the country. Veteran Tim
Daivis will next be discussing his
experiences dealing with both,
soldiers as
wounded and
War."
a medic in "The
Professor
To conclude the evening.
Dungan will present The "Class
War: --Who Went and Who Stayed
Behind." This is an issue that was
drug-addict-

ed

19-Year--

Old

a'

.

.

.

!-

one of the most contoversial aspects
of the entire war. It promises to be
an exciting night of intellectual,
emotional, and spiritual sharing,
Last Tuesday. January
20, saw two interesting
presentations by people with
seemingly very different roles of
involvement in the long Vietnam

--

--

conflict.
Juliet Blanchard. a local

.

resident and Lifetime Emeritus
Trustee of the College; a woman
with a long history of activism.
Blanchard has visited Vietnam four
times, in I960. 1965. 1970. and
1972,' as part of her work with the
Aid for International Development
(AID) organization. She immediately
struck one as a very fascinating
woman. She recounted to us her
memories of touring Vietnam as part
of projects making films and
filmstrips about American attempts
to help die Republic of Vietnam
elevate itself economically above
the influences of communism.
Part of her presentation
consisted of a slide show that
illustrated a different side of South . '
Vietnam than is usually seen. Her
photos showed a very lovely
country striving hard for economic- development; as tne United Statea
believed that American pig for diet
Vietnamese people could do
what American guns could not
Observing on her last
trip to Vietnam in 1972. a trip made
on her own accord, she noted that
--

,

--

--

,

--

.

..

.

--

sI

.

--
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-

.
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Cheryl Lower and The Peace
Corps Mission in Thailand

Editor's Note: On
February 2nd the Peace Corps
will be holding interviews for
perspective students who are
interested in pursuing a
vocation in volunteer mission.

By Cheryl Lower, Class of 84
Edited by David A. Dean, Editor
Seated on die floor at the back of the
temple, I could see everybody. The
female students, uniform in die their
white shirts, blue pleated skirts, and
haircuts, sat opposite the
males, who also wore white shirts, but
had black shorts and crewcut
hair. Stubby on the boys.
ck
silky on the girls, but the same shade,
Everywhere. From this vantage point I
could study skull shapes and determine
whose ears stuck out the farthest.
.Seven monks sans eyebrows and hair,
robed in cotton the color of spicy
orange curry, glided in, knelt and paid
respects to the Buddha, men waited for
the head monk, or abbot, to enter.

junior high school set three kilometers
from a large village ( an oxymoron?).
Students from even smaller villages
travel as long as one hour every
morning and afternoon to study at this
eight-yeold school. An eighteen
hour teaching load keeps this novice

chin-leng- th

ar

teacher busy planning lessons.

hair-bla-

"correcting homework, making visual
displays, et al.
Almost half of Thailand's 190 Peace
Corps Volunteers (PCV's) work in the
education program in the fields, in
education,
and
scientific English and university
teacher's training. Other volunteers
work in the areas of agriculture
far-rangi- ng

non-form-

al

house and watch me as I sat working at
my desk. My first reaction was of
invasion. I was mad. I wouldn't look at'
the girL Slowly I realized that shChad
never in her sixteen years hadone of
these unusual creatures from America
near her. She just wondered what I was
doing. So now I go outside and talk a
bit with her. maybe show her a book
I'm reading, and return to my room.

Oh! You speak Thai?! What country
are you from? How many years did
you study Thai in America? Do you
like Thai people? Do you like

" My home and workplace is a
junior high
school set three kilometers from a large village."
400-pup- il

When he came in, die chanting began.
Each monk grasped two sections of the
long string which originated at the
Buddha statue. All the teachers and

fisheries.

students held solitary candles
"flower
surrounded by tissue
petals." This was the day of the
-a-nd-wire

Buddha's

birth,

death,

.

and

enlightenment; one of the most revered
days in the Buddhist calendar, and we
were at my village's temple.
The chanting ended some forty-fiv- e
minutes later. We left the temple, put
our shoes on, stretched our stiff legs,
and lit our candles. The number three is
sacred in Buddhism so our processional
circled the temple three times. Brass
bells suspended from the red, green,
and yellow enameled roof tinkled in the
wind. Cray clouds scurried in front of
the moon in a Halloween sky. My
students faces, some surprisingly
olds, giggling
somber for thirteen-yea- r
as usual, glowed in the soft
illumination. The night was magical.
How lucky I was to experience this. I
had almost turned down my neighbor's
invitation to go to the temple that
evening. I had expected her to offer
prayers to the Buddha and make merit
then quickly return home, and I wasn't
in the mood for the usual temple visit
But when Tipaporn asked, I said ,
"Okay." She reminded me that I had to
dress "ribrey" (appropriately) and I said,
"Yes, I know. Ill put on a suitcase."
Giggles from the children. "I mean a
skirt. " I quickly corrected myself. (The
Thai word for suitcase and shirt differ
by only one consonant.) We, that is,
old
myself, Tipaporn, and her four-yefamily
motorcycle.
on
rode
the
off
son.
I am glad that I went that very sacred
night. I had yet another of what we
refer to as a "Peace Corps
ar

half-joking- ly

Experience."

I am a Peace Corps Volunteer
teaching English and assisting with
agricultural projects in Thailand. My
home and workplace is a
400-pup- il

advising, malaria
eradication, engineering, laboratory and
medical technical science, physical
therapy, and nutrition.
Following completion of a two- - to
training period, volunteers
serve two years. Our training is done
by Americans and Thais and includes
language, cross cultural and technical
components. The average age of a
PCV is twenty-ninbut we have
twenty-on- e
year olds as well as
seventy-on- e
year olds.
You mink all PCVs live in grass
huts, right? Before I entered the Peace
Corps I, too, had visions of living like
a camper for two years, cooking over a
fire, carrying my water, bathing
That description is
accurate in other Peace Corps countries,
but most of us in Thailand live in
wooden or concrete houses with
electricity and running water ( always
cold, usually running) I do have to haul
my own drinking water. That, plus
washing laundry by hand makes me fee!
a bit more rustic.
Other Peace Corps countries have
dubbed us the Country Club of the
Peace Corps. They are correct in their
assumption that the physical life here
is not hard (or if it is, we're blissfully
unaware of that fact). I am accurately
aware, however, of the psychological
toughness of this experience.
So many aspects of Thai culture are
at odds with American culture. My
most trying times have been when
these two cultures compete for my
behavior. An example is privacy. We
are all told as children. "Don't stare,
honey. It's not polite." It's a strong par
of our culture. Peace Corps realizes
this, because on the application
prospective voluteers must explain
how they will deal with "Life in the
FishbowL" Staring was invented in
Thailand. I'm certain. For a long time
1 thought I'd go crazy here because one
of my neighbors would sit outside my
4--

H

four-mon- th

e,

who-knows-whe-

re.

Thailand? Which country do you like
better? Can you eat spicy food? What's
your monthly salary? How long have
you been here? Do you like Thai men?
Are you married? No?! How old are
you? Twenty-four- ?
You look eighteen
.You should be- married. Yes. you
should be married. Do you have a
boyfriend? Do you want a Thai
boyfriend? Are Thai men handsome?
Oh, you speak so well, so well.
-

Speaking Thai is both a joy and a
frustration. I love it. I almost wish my
job was exclusively in Thai so I could
use it all the time. Aside from the
English teachers, most of whom speak
English, no one at the school or in the
village can really converse, so I must
rely on my Thai. I wish I were fluent.
It's too easy to make generalizations
about people without knowing the

Ohmigosh! A lizard the size of
Australia is on my wall. In actuality,
it's but ten centimeters ( three inches)
long, but then so is Australia on my
world map. As an oldest child I was die
official "Gross Bug catcher" of my
household; such rigorous training made
me rather calloused to insects and other
creatures. Little did I know how
valuable this conditioning would be
once I entered the Peace Corps ,
because I now share my room with
spiders, an occasional ant army, flying
insects, and lizards. House lizards are of
two varieties here: small and big. ( I
can imagine all the biologists cringing
as they read this article.) The small,
( three inches ) lizards
because that's the
are called "Jeenk-jos-"
noise they make. The "dookays" are
largerperhaps fifteen inches and
make a racket when they call. One
friend made me laugh when he said
quite earnestly, "Dookays are not
ten-centime-

ter

but wanted to double check.

--

"Tomorrow there are how many
teachers here?" I asked. "Eight." "And
the others are going to a meeting in
Chantaburi. right?" "Yes." "What's the
meeting?" Some reply that I didn't
understand. "Oh, I see." I nod ( I bluff
it quite a bit in Thailand. It could be a
deadly habit with which to return to
America.) "Do you have any ideas?"
they ask. Thoughts flash through my
mind. I could teach aerobics. I could

have
everythnu3-you-always-wanted-to-kn-

an

C!heryl-but-were-aliaid-to--

assembly.

I could invite them all over to my
house to visit the lizards. "No. No
ideas." ( Why are we doing this now?
How long have they known that only
eight of the twenty-od- d
teachers will be
nerer l smue. its so inai.

face-to-fa- ce

hand-to-sno- ut,

The following day I taught my usual
classes, then I was scheduled to
observe extra classes because of the
teacher shortage. Third period I went to
an "extra" class, intending to give
additional English drilling. They never
showed up. Toward the end of the "
period I decided to eat lunch, and as I
walked to the cafeteria, I passed the
physical education area. There were
my students, still being drilled by

"I think everyone should experience two
e
jobs in their lifetime, if only for

learning-experienc-

one month each."

subtleties that come out through higher preparation fill a forty-howeek. The
level conversation. It's too easy to additional work for the midterms,
guess ( probably incorrectly) what the however, turns a normal week into a
speaker is saying when you only know busy one. Also on Monday one of the
half of the vocabulary she is using. janitors told me that I had to go to the
Language, ironically, doesn't mean principals meeting at 330. 1 consider
communication. I have been in myself luckier than other volunteers
discussions in which everyone spoke because our school rarely has faculty
the same language yet nothing was meetings and they last no more than
ever communicated. Conversely, I two hours. My friends in the malaria
have shared special moments of eradication program must endure (and '
understanding with Thais when we that is the word for it) monthly,
g
office meetings. After being
didn't speak at alL In America, though,
I am a person who wants to know numbed by seven or eight hours of
everythingabout another person, a rapid, technical Thai, everyone turns to
situation, et aL and here my lack of the PCV and asks, "What do you think
fluency is a frustration. I miss not of what we discussed?" Monday's
meeting wasn't a faculty meeting,
being able to express myself
however; I slowly understood the topic
articulately.
ur

day-lon-

j

X
Thailand. What images come to your
mind? Temples. Fluorescent green rice
paddies reflecting a golden sunset Shy
smiles hidden under straw hats. Water
buffalo enjoying a mud bath. Or admit
it you're not sure if Tm in Taiwan or
Thailand.

This past week was typically
wonderful and despairing. On Monday
at 7:30 ajn. I opened my top desk
drawer. Again?!? Somewhere in the
mass of paper; pens, and a stapler lives
a lizard, and it regularly deposits lizard
droppings in the drawer. One of these
days m come
with it ( or
as the case' may be.)
On Monday afternoon Ajaan (teacher)
Orasa (her name) told me that I have to
have the second midterm examination
prepared in a week. Usually my
workload is reasonable teaching and

,

ow

ask

Ajaan Deate. I don't know what
happened. Obviously we were on -different time schedules. Time is in a
different, wonderful (albeit frustrating)
dimension here in Thailand. Both
conceptually and pragmatically extreme
from
"Western
time," I continue to struggle with
Queen
Thai time." As the
of Schedules ("Anne, can we meet for
dinner a week from Thursday at 6:15
pm.?") the change has been hard.
I'm becoming more patient
and flexible-- bo th good changes.
My frustration comes when the
Western-Easter- n
"time zones" clash.
For example, if I'd planned an day
to run at 4:00 pjn. then find myself
waiting for my friend Geek to show '
minute-to-minu-

te

self-avow- ed

-

I

-a-bout-Ajaan

lizards, Cheryl. They are small
crocodiles." And Tm convinced the
dookay's favorite pastime is hiding in a
new location in my house and popping
out at me when I least expect it.

,1-

up and take me home and he comet
at 4:30- -1 can be impatient. This is
most frustrating, however, when I do
have a deadline yet Thai time
interferes. My students, for
example, must take the provincial
final, so I am technically supposed
to cover the entire textbook in
preparation. Numerous occasions
arise, though, when class is
cancelled, or, as it was the other
day, shortened so students could
plant trees. Lost class time.

Contrasts. Urban and rural.
Western and Eastern. The ancient
and the new. The contrasts hit me
with massive force. Riding in die
back of large truck, I'm seated
opposite a woman whose age is a
mystery to me. Her gray crewcut
gives her a fuzzy crown. Clear
brown eyes, the only part of her
face unwrinkled, stare at me. Her
clothing consists of a
sarong and loose shirt. No shoes.
We scrutinize one another and I
smile. She returns it, with a beetle
nut-re- d
one revealing stained teeth.
An hour later at my school I'm
chatting with a teacher dressed in
silk, gold, and rubies. Contrasts.
waist-wrapp-

ed

'

I think

everyone should experience

two
jobs, in their
lifetime, if only for one month each.
One is to work in a busy cafeteria or
learning-experien-

ce

mouth grab my arm to stroke my
white skin, and smile. . .receiving mis
on a worksheet I gave to my students:
Mr. Benson is a tall man. What is
Mr. Benson like? He's a mountain
boy with a flag over it. . daydreaming
of snow and cold weather. . .the
neighbor's chickens running around the
yard. . . Linda and I were eating in a
nightmarket and examined a big kettle
How
of soup. Sure enough-chick- en.
could we tell? By the heads floating in
itl Another UFO (Unidentified
Floating Object) was in the soup and
we jokingly decided it was a koala bear.
We thought we spotted telltale
eucalyptus leaves afloat. . .passing a
white pick-u- p
truck with twenty

Friday was great, as Fridays always
are. Clouds warming from magento to

.

a-conferen-

n,

te

;

"Share-RONE- ."

first-lev- el

reality.
Tuesday evening was
my weekly tutoring session with a
man who wants to improve his
FrgHgh- - Pramuan is the district
veterinarian and he speaks quite. .
well. I enjoy our sessions, and
.

know that for all the new
English he learns from me, I am
learning a great deal about Thailand,

too.

supermarket sell chicken feet and pig's
bees?

restaurant and thereby learn know nice . monks seated in the bed. . .meeting a
old baby who can
a little consideration feels. (And to see fourteen-mont- h
how much food we waste.) The other already "wai" (bow with folded hands).
The writing, typing, job is to teach. Since junior high . .Steve's a teacher who's been here for
school IV e noticed my teachers in great almost two years. He told ui mat he
copying, and collating of two
What makes one "good" and and his housemate adopted a
detail.
different midterms filled the time I
anothr "bad?" Did I learn anything after neighborhood dog. Steve went to
normally use to lesson-plaso I
and several days after his
felt slightly stressful. In addition I ten years of scrutiny? I think so. And
noticed
the dog was missing.
return
all
incorporate
chance
my
to
it's
now
had to think about what ot teach
told him that another
housemate
His
sense
My
It's
hard.
of
liked.
that
I
during Thursday afternoon's review
(Usually dog is eaten
ate
teacher
is
students
these
to
responsibility
it
period and English Club. About
incredible. I know that I cannot let only on the northeast Laotian border.). .
Thursday hinchtime I hit one of
.seeing a father, mother, and two
those despairing moments. I'd eaten my tiredness affect the way I treat
riding on the fmuy moped. .
children
seems
them. But at times that
quickly so I could return to my
.hearing the low chanting as I walk by
when
are
occasions
There
impossible.
work, and wondered if mat upset
a temple in the early morning. . .
Ajaan Supraporn. She's like a child I don't even want to leave my house,
upcoming
the
knowing
in
that
I have to pamper; if we don't talk,
walk to school 111 say
she pouts. Ugh. After lunch I was
morning" to one
"good
!"heIlo""and
typing on our school's very own
Thursday was typical in that I had
smiling
all the time.
students,
hundred
museum piece, the World's Oldest
both
emotional extremes. I thought,
it's
sometimes
them,
but
I want to love
Existing Typewriter. Desperately
almost in the same moment, "Why am
hard.
so
longing for a VAX hookup and
I walked into the review class (it felt I here?" and Tm so glad I'm here."
hating the hot weather, I wondered
as
if
I were walking on stage) not quite Wild fluctuations in mood characterize
where I would find the energy to
knowing how I'd teach. I want every most PVCs' experiences. Were not
j
teach two more classes that
understand everything (an psychotic, but I've noticed that our
afternoon. And I hadn't yet prepared student to
idealistic goal, but then so is the Peace moods intensify here. Perhaps that
for Friday. And I still had three
Corps) and these students were here comes from being alone. My positive
hours worm of homework to grade.
more than
because they were lost. Corny as it qualities' shine
And it's 95 F and 95 humidity.
sounds, the students made me forget ever conversely, my bad qualities are
Why am I doing this?
even more prominent. This solitary
that I was tired. The following
allows me to do a lot of
experience
activity period, English Club, with its
and improvement. I
seventy
students, also went
well. I finished typing the midterm and mean, faults which I could overlook in
Let me be honest. I love winter.
left school in a great mood. And at that the US now glare at me, and because I
My happiness increases in proportion
w see them, I can begin to change
precise moment the Tiger Children (we
to the snow depth. I revel in cold,
crisp mountain weather, turileneck
sweaters, and frosty breath. Never
al.-a- nd
having lived farmer south man northern
Utah, the heat of mis tropical climate at
first hit me like a steambath. The
change last July (1985) from camping
in the Rocky Mountains one week to
them.
Thailand the next was harsh, but I do know them as Boy Scouts) were
Thursday night was my weekly
believe I've acclimated. I sheepishly dismissed. They came charging up the
Last
e
admit' that on the nights when the
road I was walking down. I dinner at Noinah's house.
semester her older sister lived with me
mercury dips to, oh, about 65F I use a stood to one side as they ran by,
comforter. One year ago that never
brandishing walking sticks and
at the school. This term Nataiya has
to
crazy
happened.
not
That's
would have
students moved, but I still visit her family in
whooping. I love these
say I don't miss the cold. I do. I
ever
know.
more than theyH
town. Every Thursday evening I can
- be found seated at a circular table with
fantasize about it in the hope that it
might lower the humidity Or
all the family, talking, laughing, and
temperature. . . .Okay, CheryL It's
enjoying a great Thai meaL
early March and you Ve walking across
The smell of jasmine and incense. .
the Quad. Yesterday me ice and snow .having an old lady with white hair,
covering made the Quad resemble ' brown leathery skin, blood-re- d
tundra, but today it's slush. And in beetlenut juice dribbling out of her
i

--

,

first-lev- el

self-analys-

is

Doesn't Buehler's

different?

"Other Peace Corps countries have dubbed us the
Country Club of the Peace Corps. They are correct in
their assumption that the physical life here is not hard
or if it is, we're blissfully unaware of that fact it

three-minu-

Tuesday afternoon the
students played FOOTbawn,
wallEEbawn, peeng PONG, and
takraw. ro as I pronounce them:
football, volleyball, ping pong, and
takraw, the latter played by several
people standing in a circle, kicking
a woven rattan ball to each other.
It's similar to hackeysack. As you
.can tell by my phonetic writing, the
final 1" sound is hard for the
students because Thai has no
equivalent sound. What happens to
my name? Most people call me
These students are
in class,
Sometimes
amazing.
so
when we're laughing and they seem
to be really learning. IH
congratulate myself on giving future
United Nations translators their
start. And then, as I leave class, a
student will walk by and
Morning, Mister
"Goose
boom,
ShaRONE." Laughing. Tm back to

I've been in Thialand since July
I think IVe finally settled down
and made it my home. Last week I
dreamt that I was back m America and
missed Thailand so much I had to
return. IVe noticed the change in my
attitude gradually, but now I can truly
understand a line in a letter I received
from a. Wooster friend who was a
Volunteer in aother country. She
wrote, "Don't you wonder why you
ever thought this place was so
different? America seems strange to
me now." I agree. But whafs so
1985.

--

ce,

Translate this into Thai,
please," and with that I was handed a
photocopied textbook plate showing
an aerial view of a "typical valley
glacier." When Ajaan Orasa left the
room. I broke into laughter. They
must really think my Thai is great!
I'd studied enough geology at
Wooster to "make me dangerous" (a
favorite expression of Dr. Cropp) so
I understood it all in English.
Surprisingly enough, I was able to
sit down with the interested teacher
and thoroughly explain the plate.
Thai, however, doesn't have a great
deal of terminology for glacial
geology. "Glacier" translates as
"river of ice," "iceberg," as "big
ice," and for "lateral morraine" I had
to say "piles of dirt and rocks." It
would be difficult to write a
sophisticated-sounding1
Geology
Independent Study in Thai.

your boots. And rain is pelting your
face. Are you cold yet, Cheryl? Recall
shivering on a chairlift ride ascending
Utah's Wasatch Mountains in a January
snowstorm. Stiff fingers and toes
complement a windbumt face. Wind
pierces you parka as you ski down the
mountain. Enough? I open my eyes.
Still 95F and 95 humidity. But the
windchill factor must make it about 9T
. Consoled, I feel cooler.

orange to gold kept my focus during
my morning run. Morning classes
went welL An assembly was in
progress as I returned after lunch to
teach my
class. I asked a
teacher if the students would study this
afternoon. "Yes," he replied.
with the next teacher I
saw. "No," she said. "Go ahead and
go into Chantaburi." Business needed
to be done in the provincial capital,
fifty miles away, so I walked, the
half-mito the main road, waited
fifteen minutes, and caught ft $030
bus into ChantaburL I'm going to .
miss mis public transportation when I
return to the Land of the Private Car
(USA).
Thailand is caught in die quandary
facing most developing nations the
dilemma of a merging East and West.
(I acknowledge the new use of "Worth"
and "South" as terms illustrating die
world's political and economic division
but will use the terms East and West.)
Tm fascinated as I observe the ;
meshing, and at times, opposition of
fifth-peri-

od

I

double-checke- d

.

le

;,

,

--

--

.

the cultural and technological
introductions from the West in this
very Eastern land. How does a society
combine the two? Can it? Our
Western culture has grown up with .
emerging technology; to the separate
But the
the two is impossible.
industrially developing world has been
world within
thrown into a high-tec- h
the last few decades. Can it be
absorbed? Understood? Should k be?
I am bothered by the fact mat this
.

"I am a person who wants to know everythingabout

another person, a situation, et
here my lack of
fluency is a frustration. I miss not being able to express
myself articulately."

one-lan-

--

.

exchange of infor mation is so
Why does "development"

one-side- d.

imply - "Western development?"
During training our director of training
(an American) told us, "In two years

youll look back on this and jhink. 1
learned so much from file Thais. How
can I ever thank them for Ifaching me
so much. I just hope they got
something out of it." Now I
understand his point. I offer no
answers to my earlier questions other
than this: the West has as much to
Continued on Page 7
,

.
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Baka and Jones Pizza Hut
Honorable Mention

Men's Basketball Wins Over Oberlin
College in Overtime
By Graham Rayman
simply the best game of his college
career, scoring 22. Even on a bad
ankle, he played magnificently.
two seasons, the men's basketball
Starting his first game of this year,
team beat the Yeoman of Oberlin,
Before a raucous
frosh Adams, though a bit out of
control at times, kept the ball
student crowd, the game saw ups,
moving and added his own offensive
downs, bad calls, great plays, a
and sevaral scuffles.
firepower. His sterling pass in the
Oberlin, led by
OT, down the lane to Trimmer, was
frosh Chip Winiarski,
the connection that won it.
game.
the
throughout
The Scots opened the game
hung tough
Many times, the Scots had them on in a 3 zone, and then switched to
Their
a more effective
the ropes, but the Yeomen would
fight back to tie. Winiarski broke a defense, and teamplay on offense led
lead, with 9:34
2
Timken Gym record, with 45 points. them to a
The real heroes of the game left. The Yeomen then preceded to
charge back, taking the lead with
were Pete Losee, John Mead, Mike
Trimmer, who returned from a
2:44 left. They took the lead into
and
time,
in
halftime,
semester hiatus just
Early in the second half,
Henry Adams. Losee, the senior
leader, kept his head when the game the Scot's again increased their lead,
went badly, decimating the Oberlin led by Losee. The senior hit on two
consecutive drives, and a long
defense with baseline drives and
With 8:57 left, it was
foot jumpers, ending up with
0
a
Mead and Charles Rich also
24 points. Trimmer showed fans
passes
taking
contributed to the run.
strong inside game,
also
He
With under a minute left,
and whirling for
Winiarski hit a 3 pointer, tying the
rebounded well, going around and
There the score
game at
over the shorter Yeoman. He
stayed until the final buzzer sounded.
finished with 25. Mead played

In what one fan said was
the most exciting game of the last

-

All-Ameri- ca

all-Nor-

ng

-1.

31-2-

Lisa Dimet Makes
Wooster History

53-5- 2.

18-2-

3-poin-

ter.

71-4-

81-7- 5.

Diment joins the 1000 point club

5.

100-poi- nt

lay-in- s.

102-10-

th

all-Ameri- can

2--

1-3-

er

on

post-seas-

m,

high-scori-

one game with three and he set the
Senior place kicker Dave
record for the longest field goal in
High
Baka (BrecksvilleWalsh Jesuit
Wooster history when he kicked a
In overtime, after the assist from
end
defensive
School) and junior
against Ohio Wesleyan
Adams to Trimmer, the Scots held
High
(DoverDover
Jones
Brock
by
footer
twenty
a
on, survived
Sept. 27. He also set a record for
School) added another
Reggie Beasley for die win.
most field goals in one season with
honor to their collection this week
The Scots impressive
nine. In addition, he finished 11th
by being named Pizza Hut
passing and teamwork was what won
honorable mention for nationally in goal percentage (.643)
and 12th in field goals made (nine).
the game for them.
their performances in 1986. The
On the previous
Jones, who was Woosters
two players also were named Erst
Wednesday, the powerful Ohio
leading
tackier with 88. was
second
Athleteic
Coast
team
named
Hut
Wesley an bishops came to Timken,
Pizza
month.
Conference last
led by Scott Tedder(29.0 ppg).
Baka, who led the team in honoralbe mention for the second
From the start, it was all Wesleyan. scoring for the second straight year straight year. In addition to
intercepting a pass and breaking up
Their press forced the Scots into
with 33 points, tied one Wooster
two others, he was tied for the team
turnovers; and their outside
record and set two others. He tied
shooting was deadly. In the first
lead in sacks with six.
the record for most field goals in
half, the Scots cut the Bishops lead
to 7. But the Bishops regrouped and
had expanded the lead to 19 by
halftime.
The second half saw more
of the same. The Scots did not run
their offense as well as they could
have. With 14:37 left, it was
In the end, the Bishops
mark, and
broke the
by News Services
Tedder finished with 35.
The one bright spot for the
The Lady Scots raised their raise her average to 13.9 points per
Scots was the inside play of center
overall record to 4--8 and also evened game. Senior Karen Johnson
Trimmer.
(WestervilleSouth High School)
their conference slate at
scored 16 points against Oberlin to
Wooster dropped a tough 56-5-3
raise her average to 8.2 points per
decision toOhk Wesleyan before
game this seasonXEl.OOO-POIN- T
4
defeating Oberlin
over the
WOOSTER senior USA
CLUB:
weekend.
DIMENT became the first player in
Senior Lisa Diment
WOOSTER women's basketball
(Kalamazoo, Mich .Central High
School) scored 31 points for the
history to score over 1,000 points.
week and became the first player in
With her 22 points in the
4
win
the history of women's basketball at over Oberlin, Diment breezed into
Wooster to reach the 1000-poihistory with a new career total of
plateau. Diment, who now has 1014 1,014 points. She currently leads
points, continues to lead the team
the NCAC in scoring with a 22 ppg
and the conference in scoring with
average. The Wooster Voice will
an average of 22 points per game.
feature Lisa Diment in next week's
She also is Wooster! top rebounder
issue.
relay team for nationals during a
with
an
average
9.8
of
game.
per
and
Ashland
Findlay
against
victory
convenience-Flai- r
over die weekend. Sophomore diver
Lori Hayes (Canton) qualified in the
event with 403.75 points.
Sophomore Sarah Frost (Lake Bluff.
Scad for your fre copy.
1117 Lake Forest High School), who
Raw Catalog
TO. Box 37000, Washington, DC. 20013
is still recovering from
346 E. Bowman St.
mononucleosis, qualified in the
individual medley with a
d
d
time of 4:49.92. Also the
Continued from page 3
Book immediately
medley relay team composed of Page
Spring Break
Schoenke (Laytonsville,
Year's resolution. Since yon seem
MdJGaithenburg High School),
to want to know so badI wish that
Brooke Henderson (Beloit,
all idiots would get out of my hair
WisVBeliot Memorial High School), so I could study and get on with my
264-650- 5
Andrea Gomez (Amherst,
life! Ciminies,
N.YJNardin Academy) and Andrea
:
- Okay, okay. Just don't
Weigel (Wffliamsport,
EURAILP ASS
PaTWilliamsport Area High School)
kin me. As I walked back to my
qualified with a time of .
room. I wondered what the chances
1:55.25.,
were of finding such an odd group off
resolutions. Must be amazingly
OFF
high, wouldn't you think? Bur men
COLLEGE CAMPUS
at these small liberal Arts colleges
often
and
anything can happen,
does, corr
Ohio Travel Agent
49-yard-

107-104(O- T.)

tip-sla-

News Services

2.

'

2-- 2.

,

62-4-

Women's swimming team sets
impressive credentials as they eye
Nationals
by Wes Johnston
The women's and men's
Wooster swim teams continued their
success as both teams rolled to
convincing victories over NCAC
opponent Ohio Wesleyan on Friday
and Ashland and Findlay on
Saturday. However these team
victories were overshadowed by the
excellent performances of a certain
few women swimmers who qualified
for nationals. Leading the way was
Sarah Frost who qualified in the 400
LM. and Lori Hays who qualified in
the one meter spring board. Joining
Sarah and Lori in excellence was the
women's 200 medly relay team -Page Schoenke, Brooke Henderson,
Andrea Gomez and Andrea Weigel .
who also socceded in qualifying for
the prestigious national meet.
--

In both meets, the women
hardly lost a single event. The
women swam well and continued to
show their endurance. Soon, the
women will begin preperation for
the conference and national meets.
The men also performed

well as they won both events
against Ohio Wesleyan. The men
Nilos
were led by
free and
50
the
won
Sakkarru who
second
in the
close
very
finished a
100. On Saturday, swimming
against Ashland and Findlay. the
Scott
men were led by
Mclean who won the 50 free in an
excellent time (223) and the 100
free (49.8).
co-capt-ain

co-capta-

in

Both the teams need your
continued support as they now must
gather themselves and challenge the
Kenyon and Denison squads in
conference.

62-4-

nt

For your

one-met- er

Travel
Consultants

400-yar-

200-yar-

for

Call

!

Your
headquarters

--

The College of Wooster
women's swim teams will
and
men's
be looking to qualify more
swimmers for the NCAA Division HI
national championships this
weekend at the Indiana Central
Invitional.
The Lady Scots qualified
one diver, one individual and one
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h

team from Eastern cultures as they do
from us. A true balance of exchanged

information

is

vital to our

Westerners are oblivious. Our
confidence in the West has also
narrowed our perspectives; we mink we
know the best way to do everything.
What I'm learning most of all is that
we need each other; our lives are all
richer when we share. . For every
conjugation I teach my students, they

understanding of the other. I believe
we Americans, especially, expect
others to adopt our ways without
reciprocation.

The most profound effect of this
.
experience for me is learning mat there
exists a whole other world of which we
in the West know nothing. Or a
distorted little. I have been confronted
with a radically different way of
viewing everything: religion, time,
lifestyle, death, food, the hierarchy of
society (even more patriarchal than
America's). I feel a bit like the
bewildered elephant Horton in the Dr.
Seuss classic Horton Hears a Who. To
Horton's astonishment, he learns mat
an entire world exists in a dustpeck
which sits atop a clover. I share
Horton's honest amazement. There is
another way of living to which we

teach

me

something.

Continued from page 1
Born in Ireland, Miriam
Healy has been working with the
company since August 1984. She
has worked professionally in both
Irish theatre and television and is
concerned with the theatre's role in
raising social consciousness. J
' For more information concerning "Daylight" contact Sister
Margaret Harig at (216) 263 2096.

Continued from page 1 campus, and a committed team of
students.
The NCUA provides
complete guidance on how to go
about forming a student credit union
including help in preparing a
charter, for no charge.

Looking past the
&
Activation Period, Inter-Clu- b
.
Council is once again planning the
annual Formal, and it promises to be
another memorable evening all
around. Mark your calendars for
February 7th 'and get psyched to tear
up the dance floor!
Also, any Club members
who are aspiring for election to
offices of Club President or ICC
representative for next year are
Wooster's
Women's Clubs have kicked off this encouraged to attend any ICC
meeting ( Monday, 6:30pm, 8th
year's Activation Period in fine
style. Everyone seems pleased with Section Lounge) so they may get a
taste" of how our organization
her pledge classes and all are
operates.
anticipating a very successful
induction. Pledges and Actives are
VIRGINIA WESTERN AND
reminded that hazing and hosing are
BLUE RIDGE COMMUNITY
no longer legal, and if someone
COLLEGES, both in Virginia, raised
feels unecessarily haxed or hosed,
money by selling Christmas gift
they should not hesitate to contact
certificates good toward tuition and
Cynthia Herr, I.C.C. President, or
books.
Jayne Culp, assistant Dean of
Students.
THE SEASON WAS
ESPECIALLY
at ,
some campuses. Cedarville College
in Ohio relaxed its prohibition of
beards on campus, holding a
g
"Follicle Folly"
contest to mark the campus's 100th
anniversary.
--

ICC News

Your Personal Bookseller
has an Eye for Winners!

--

.

HAIR-RAISIN-

The Wellness Module Begins New
Program at State U. of New York

sfl!lili
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WINDMILLS OF THE GOOS

by Sidney Sheldon
Mary Ashley,

beard-growin-

non-smoke- rs

.

(Morrow-Fictio- n)

by Intercollegiate Press.

tS8N:0-M8-O857-0-

Creative residence hall staff
have often experimented in grouping
students with similar academic
interests. Now a program at the
State U. of New
. also unites students who share an
interest in maintaining a healthy
Yqrit-Binghamt- on

lifestyle,

exodus of graduate students from two
"There are so many
dormitories .following the
opportunities for' programs relating construction of new housing. There
to' wellness," says Maria Carra,
were no returning students in those
Dickinson Community Coordinator. two halls no students with ties to
Besides nutrition and different types the residence community, says
of exercise, the group will explore Cam. So the office of Residential
'
disease and drug abuse prevention. life tried to unite incoming
The Wellness Module has residents, mostly freshman, through
' '
its roots in a more traditional
their shared interests.
residential learning project.
The first year, the Special
Special Interest Interest Housing program
Housing project began three years grouped students with strong interest
ago as a response to a problem: ah in computers. Then, it added modules
room.

.

About 20 students live in
the Wellness Module located on one
floor of a residence hall. All are
They have brought in
speakers to talk about nutrition and
weightlifting and have volunteered
as attendants in the hall's weight
.

t

SUNY-Binghamto-

non-smoke- rs.

:

a young

mKjwftwni couego professor,
accepts an ambassadorship
behind the Iron Curtain and finds
herself marked for deetiThis is
Sheldon's most suspansefut
snaking book to data a
gripping drama with compelling
characters that wal remain
forever etched in your mind.

and physical activity are
the core curriculum for this program
Good nutrition,

.

n's

in the visual and performiong arts

THlEYES Oy THE DRAGON '
by Sfephart Ktng
A taia of archetypal heroes and
sweaotna adventures, of
dragons and prfneas and evfl r '
wizards as only Stephen King
can M M A transformation of the
form, written
classic fairy-tawith the wit and power of tie
graatast itorytallaf of our ema. ,

and in three languages French.
Spanish, and German. Finally, the
program added the Wellness Module
in response to student demand. Each
module has a faculty advisor and
elected student officers. r
The Wellness Module has
proved the. most popular; probably..'
because it isn't academic. The
module provides a break, from.
classroom pressures while teaching
students how to deal with stress and
adjust to college life.
-

le

,

-

(VHcing-FtoSon)-ISB-N:
0-670-S1-

458-X
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News Notes
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by College Press
PRESIDENT MARTHA

HME PIPER OF WINTHROP
COLLEGE in South Carolina ordered
Safety Department not to
execute its usual holiday-seaso- n
shooting of pigeons on the campus,
Adered-official- s
to find another'
way to thin out the pigeon '
her-Publi- c

s--j- oid

.

:

be windy, and
it will:
colder with snow flurries likely and
a
of snow
squalls. The high will only reach 10 to 15V chance
. Tonight
much

V TWO STUDENTS FOGGED.

;

IN AT the Salt Lake City airport
tried to get home for the S- '
holiday, frustratedly cashed in Jbeir
plane tickets and ultimately hired
to drive them the 550. miler.
home to Billings, Montana.
For their $300 fare.
:
University of Utah student Butch
Nolan, 18, and flight student Jason
Jourdan, 19. said taking a cab home
was cheaper than flying. .
asl-the-

y

-

a;-ca-

--

X

Mm

Skies will; be mostly cloudy today and

population.

: X

I

b

promises
a chance of snow .flurries and a low of -- 5 to -- 10. - The
weekend weather is shaping up to be the coldest pfVthe
season thus far . Other than a alight chance of snow - '
flurries oh Saturday, the weather will be fair with
variably cloudy skies. The high will range from 5 to 10 on
Saturday and 17 to 22 on Sunday. Lows will range from -- 2
to -- 7 both days; TRIVIA: Lowest temp, ever in Ohio was 3Stf

J
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by Hmny and U0yn Diamond
rsfrw program mat breaks at

thanjfaKllntatnalluial

M

bestseller
promises to
change bom your figure and
your Ufa. Tha exieleoniet auaiora
of fha book explain exactly how
ycu can eat mora kinds of food
than you ever ate beta
counting calories . . . and still
toss weight!

(Warneronection)
ISBN:

0-446--

5--

3001
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THE WOOSTER VOICE NEEDS YOU!
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE
EDITOR-IN-CHIE- F

BUSINESS
Associate Editor

MANAGER

Copy Editor

Layout Editor

Writers Writers Writers Writers
The Wooster Voice is currently looking for individuals to fill the
positions of Associate Editor, Layout Editor and Copy Editor. All
positions are salary compensated and are a great way to enhance any
resume.
If you've always wanted to get involved in student publications on
campus now is your golden opportunity. Experience is not required.
We train you on the job. For more details about any of the above
mentioned positions stop by The Wooster Voice office, located in the
basement of Lowry Center across from the boiler room. Applications
may be picked up either at Lowry Center front desk or at The Voice
office. Applications are due by January 30th at 4:00pm.
The Wooster Voice in conjuction with the Publications Committee
have announced that applications are now being accepted for
Editor-in-Chiand Business Manager of the 1987-8- 8 Wooster Voice.
Detailed descriptions of both positions are listed below.
ef

The Wooster Voice is the official publication of The College of
Wooster. It is run entirely by student support. In order to make the
paper truly representative of the entire student body The Voice needs
your support. Applications are available at Lowry Center front desk
and at The Wooster Voice business office. For further details or
assistance contact David Dean, Editor, at 2621 or campus mail
C-14-

30.

Applications Are Available
at Lowry Center Front Desk!
SEND ALL APPLICATIONS TO:

THE WOOSTER VOICE
do DAVID DEAN, EDITOR
C-14- 30

APPLICATIONS ARE DUE FEBRUARY 14 AT 4PM.

